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Presidential Message 
It is an honor to serve as SEPA President and I am looking forward to the 2019 Annual 
Meeting in Jacksonville, Florida! We have had a great string of meetings these past few 
years, thanks to the hard work of everyone involved with SEPA, and thanks to all of you 
who have attended. I know our 2019 meeting will again be a wonderful collection of 
exciting and thought-provoking presentations. We will have outstanding invited 
speakers, numerous opportunities for networking and informative and helpful 
workshops. This will include some of the newer features we tried in 2018, like the “data 
blitz” sessions that involve very short oral presentations that precede a later poster 
session in which you can talk more with the presenters.

SEPA has a long and successful history of bringing together psychologists from a 
variety of professional contexts and across all career stages. SEPA has also been 
successful in providing networking and socialization opportunities for psychology 
students. One often hears reflections and stories from professional members about 
attending their first SEPA meetings as students and “growing up” with SEPA over the 
years. It was fun to read back through the past presidents’ own personal recollections 
about this meeting, and how it impacted their early careers.  I first attended SEPA when 
I was a graduate student and have been to many meetings since then. I truly enjoy the 
chance to meet and to reconnect with old colleagues and friends, make new 
friendships, and connect with people who have similar research and teaching interests.

I strongly encourage you to get your program submissions ready for the fall deadlines 
which are fast approaching. Keep your eyes open for emails from SEPA, which will 
include information on submission procedures and deadlines as well as general 
information about the meeting in Jacksonville. Be sure to check out the various awards 
for which your work may be eligible and be sure to follow the submission guidelines so 
that your presentation is appropriately reviewed. Those are great opportunities for 
people at all points in their careers, and if you have any questions, please contact the 
relevant person for more details.

SEPA is committed to providing programs in various formats that address concerns of 
underrepresented and marginalized individuals. As part of this commitment, the 
Executive Committee is working on a formal policy regarding inclusion of 
underrepresented groups and gender equality for speaker invitations to the annual 
meeting.  Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about that effort, 
which will be finished in time for the meeting in Jacksonville.

We continue to look for ways to involve more members in SEPA and to help members 
better understand the workings of the organization. One very important way that SEPA 
members can get involved is by serving on the program committee as a reviewer or 



chairing a session. Be on the lookout for the call for both program reviewers and 
session chairs. It is a great way to become involved with the organization. Again, if you 
have questions, please contact me. I would love to hear from you.

There are a number of avenues by which you can submit your work for the SEPA 
meeting (e.g., SEPA and CEPO). We are often asked about the differences between 
SEPA and CEPO and where people should submit their work. The information below 
should help to clarify the differences and help you in deciding where to submit your 
research. You will also find specific guidelines and requirements on the website for each 
type of submission when you submit online at http://www.sepaonline.com.

What is SEPA? SEPA is the Southeastern Psychological Association founded in 1955. 
It is the largest psychological organization in the Southeast. SEPA’s mission is to 
stimulate the exchange of scientific and professional ideas across the diverse areas of 
psychological inquiry and application. SEPA welcomes both professional and student 
members.

What is CEPO?  SEPA was the first regional psychological association to establish a 
committee to enhance the role of women in the organization. The mandate of that early 
committee has subsequently been expanded to include underrepresented groups (i.e., 
race, ethnicity, gender, age, sexual orientation, and disability). The committee is now 
called CEPO (Committee on Equality of Professional Opportunity), and its goals are to 
increase membership and participation among underrepresented and marginalized 
individuals, to sponsor programming to address their concerns, and to provide role 
models at the annual meeting.

SEPA’s Program 

Who can submit to SEPA’s Program?

• Members, Affiliate Members, and Life Members (i.e., psychology professionals and 
graduate students)

• Student affiliates and non-members sponsored by a member

When is the deadline for submission?

• Submit abstracts to the Professional Program using the online system http://
www.sepaonline.com by October 9th at 6 p.m. (Eastern time) for review as a poster or 
presentation.

• Questions: Contact the SEPA main office at sepa@citadel.edu

What are the awards that those who submit to SEPA can apply for?

http://www.sepaonline.com
http://www.sepaonline.com
http://www.sepaonline.com
mailto:sepa@citadel.edu


• Outstanding Professional Paper Award, contact Andrew Kelly, Georgia Gwinnett for 
more information.

• Early Career Award (i.e., for members within 7 years of receiving their doctoral 
degree), contact Jack Shelley-Tremblay, University of South Alabama for more 
information. 

• Graduate Student Research Award, contact Medha Talpade, Clark Atlanta University 
for more information.

• CEPO Graduate and Undergraduate Student Research Awards for Research on 
Minorities and Women, contact Lindsay Holland, Chattanooga State Community 
College for more information.

CEPO/Psi Chi Undergraduate Student Research Program 

Who can submit to the CEPO/Psi Chi Undergraduate Student Research Program?

• Undergraduate student affiliate members and undergraduate non-members

How do I submit a poster to the CEPO/Psi Chi Undergraduate Student Research 
Program?

• Submit abstracts to the Undergraduate Student Research Program sponsored by 
CEPO and Psi Chi, the International Honor Society in Psychology, using the online 
system: http://app.smarterselect.com/programs/41187-Psi-Chi--Regionals-
by the deadline for review as a poster. The top scoring abstracts will be invited to 
participate in the oral presentation session. For more information contact Rihana 
Mason, Georgia State University.

• CEPO/Psi Chi Undergraduate Student Research Award

• Psi Chi Undergraduate Research Award (for Psi Chi Members)

• CEPO/Psi Chi Oral Presentation Award

Should an undergraduate student apply to SEPA’s Professional Program or the 
CEPO/Psi Chi Undergraduate Student Research Program?

Undergraduate students are eligible to submit to either program, but are encouraged to 
submit to the CEPO/Psi Chi program for the following reasons:

• When submitting to the Undergraduate Student Research Program the deadline for 
abstracts is a month later and often students can use the extra month to complete their 
projects.

mailto:akelly2@ggc.edu
mailto:jstremblay@southalabama.edu
mailto:MTalpade@cau.edu?subject=SEPA:%20Grad%20Student%20Award%20Question
mailto:%0Alindsay.holland@chattanoogastate.edu
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mailto:rihana@gsu.edu
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• Students are eligible for the awards listed above.

• The Undergraduate Student Research Program is for undergraduates only and the 
feedback given to students about their submissions can be encouraging and support 
students’ development as researchers.

• Finally, students are eligible to submit to the Journal of Psychological Inquiry after 
presenting their poster at the annual meeting. 

I am honored to serve as President and to work with a dedicated Executive Committee. 
We are committed to making sure that SEPA continues to be a top venue for you to 
share current research and stay up-to-date on new research innovations, participate in 
continuing education sessions, and learn about the countless opportunities in the field of 
psychology. See you in Jacksonville in March!!!

Michael J. Beran, Georgia State University

Passing the Presidential Gavel. Pictured: Michael Beran and Rosemary Phelps  



Tim's Message: SEPA in 

Jacksonville 
From the Central Office – SEPA in “Our Backyard”

Greetings everyone!  Our annual meeting in Charleston this past March (a stone’s throw 
from our office on The Citadel campus!) was a resounding success on many levels.  
Over the course of the four days, we had just shy of 1,500 attendees, which is on par 
with our attendance in recent years.   The program was packed with sessions of all 
varieties and formats, such that we had to get a bit creative toward the end of planning 
the program in order to ensure we had enough meeting space to accommodate 
everyone and everything (we made it work!).  Our continuing education workshops and 
other professional development opportunities were varied in content and well attended 
on the whole.   Through the efforts of members of our Executive Committee, sub-
committees, and affiliated groups, the meeting included a number of highly thought 
provoking and interesting invited speakers.  Lastly (and selfishly), Al, Amy, and I had 
fairly easy commutes back to our respective homes following the meeting, which we 
greatly appreciated.

We in the Central Office are very much looking forward to our 65th Annual Meeting, to 
be held in Jacksonville, FL from March 20-23, 2019 at the Hyatt Regency Riverfront 
Hotel.   Amy and I just completed a brief sweep through Florida to conduct a site visit at 
the Hyatt as well as scope out some potential venues for the 2021 meeting.  As a result 
of Hurricane Irma last September, the Hyatt lobby took on a fair amount of water 
(approximately 5 inches), but based on what Amy and I observed, one would never 
know there was ever an issue.  The hotel is in great shape and in the process of making 
some fairly impressive upgrades, which will be completed in plenty of time for our 
meeting.  If you are interested in submitting a proposal to present at the Jacksonville 
meeting, our Electronic Submission System will open on Wednesday, August 15th and is 
slated to close on Tuesday, October 9th.  We will be sure to provide plenty of reminders 
regarding both dates as they draw near.  As always, we are in need of willing volunteers 
to review proposals and serve as session chairs at the meeting so please consider 
assisting us with either (or both) of those tasks.

We’ve had to do a bit of juggling in the Central Office as The Citadel prepares for two 
rather ambitious building projects on campus.  Those minor issues aside, The Citadel 
continues to provide SEPA with adequate office space at no cost to the organization.

A couple of news items pertaining to members of the Central Office team are also worth 
sharing.  First, congratulations are in order to Mikayla Carr-Harper, who gave birth to 



baby Carson at the end of May.  Mikayla has assisted the Central Office the past 
several years with the execution of our continuing education program.  Second, I would 
be remiss if I did not take this opportunity to acknowledge Dr. Al Finch’s many years of 
service to our organization.  As you are likely aware, Al has served as SEPA’s 
Administrative Officer since 2011 and announced a couple years ago his intentions to 
retire from the position at the end of August.  For the past two years, I have had the 
good fortune to work closely with Al as he showed me the AO ropes and slowly backed 
away as I grew more comfortable in the position.  Words do little justice in expressing 
my gratitude for Al’s mentorship and guidance, and I am confident that many of you feel 
the same way.  Given his many contributions to SEPA and its members, it was 
especially gratifying to see Al honored with the Mentor Award at this year’s meeting in 
Charleston.  Al’s presence in the Central Office will be sorely missed, but I trust his 
service to the organization will be steadfast and enduring.  Thank you once again, Al, for 
your stewardship of our great organization over the past seven years.

I hope to see you all in Jacksonville for another great meeting.

Tim Hanchon, The Citadel
SEPA Administrative Officer

 



Amy’s Message: SEPA in 

Jacksonville 
Everything you have heard, is true!  The 65th SEPA Annual Meeting promises to be one 
of the best.  Present, earn credit hours, socialize and collaborate with mentors and 
colleagues in the most hospitable city in the nation!   
 
Don’t miss out!  Submit your proposals on time, register early and reserve your guest-
room now.  There really is more to see and do in Jacksonville! 

General Information for the 65th Annual Meeting 

• Date: March 20th - March 23rd (Wednesday-Saturday) 

• City: Jacksonville, Florida 

• Location: 225 E Coastline Dr, Jacksonville, FL 32202, Phone: 904.588.1234 

• Group Rate Booking Website: https://book.passkey.com/go/SEPA2019 

Submission Information 

Our convenient, time-saving Electronic Submission System (ESS) will enable you to 
submit proposals from the Internet. In order to access the ESS your dues must be 
current. You may pay your dues and SEPA Meeting registration with Visa, Master Card, 
Discover or American Express online at any time at www.sepaonline.com. ESS closes 
October 9th, 6 p.m. Authors should clearly state the status of data collection and 
analysis in their proposals. For papers and posters, it is expected that empirically based 
proposals are based on completed research, or at least on work which is complete 
enough in terms of data collection and analysis so that preliminary conclusions can be 
drawn. Reviewers will be instructed to use discretion in evaluating proposals based on 
incomplete data, and to reject proposals for empirically based papers or posters when 
data have not yet been collected. Proposals for conceptual or theoretical presentations 
will be evaluated on the basis of stage of completion as well as quality. Everyone 
attending the SEPA Meeting must register and receive a name badge. Your badge is 
your admission ticket to SEPA sessions. Advanced Registration opens August 15th 
and closes January 31st . After January 31st, registration will be available onsite 
during the Meeting. 

https://www.google.com/search?sa=X&biw=1366&bih=662&q=hyatt+regency+jacksonville+riverfront+phone&ved=0ahUKEwjn0bntyLfbAhWSJHwKHZfLBOsQ6BMI3gEwEg
https://book.passkey.com/go/SEPA2019


Registration & Payment Information 

• Register early and save! After October 9th, 2018, the fees will go up.
• Registration forms received after January 31st, 2019, will NOT be processed. You will 

be required to register on-site.
• For links and more info about paper and poster submissions and registration visit the 

SEPA website!
• The amount paid towards event registration is non-refundable.
• CEPO / Psi Chi poster submissions for students should be made here: 

• https://app.smarterselect.com/programs/41187-Psi-Chi--Regionals-
Online Registration is open from August 15th, 2018 to January 31st, 2019. There are no 
refunds for dues or registration.

Early Bird Registration (August 15th, 2018- October 9th, 2018):
•$75 SEPA Life Members and Professional Members whose dues are current
•$75 Advanced Graduate Student Members whose dues are current (two years or more 
years in their degree program)
•$75 Affiliate Members whose dues are current
•$70 Student Members whose dues are current (undergraduates or graduate students 
with fewer than two years in their degree program)
•$140 Professional Nonmembers, Affiliate Nonmembers and Graduate Student 
Nonmembers (two years or more in a program)
•$115 Student Non-Members (undergraduates or graduate students with fewer than two 
years in their degree program)
•$50 Guest - Non-psychologist Spouse/Partner/Parent/Child/Friend
•$30 Guest – Child between 10 – 16 years old
•Guest – Child under 10 no cost

Advanced Registration (October 10th, 2018 - January 31st, 2018):
•$85 SEPA Life Members and Professional Members whose dues are current
•$85 Advanced Graduate Student Members whose dues are current (two years or more 
years in their degree program)
•$85 Affiliate Members whose dues are current
•$80 Student Members whose dues are current (undergraduates or graduate students 
with fewer than two years in their degree program)
•$150 Professional Nonmembers, Affiliate Nonmembers and Graduate Student 
Nonmembers (two years or more in a program)
•$125 Student NonMembers (undergraduates or graduate students with fewer than two 
years in their degree program)
•$60 Guest - a Non-psychologist Spouse/Partner/Parent/Child/Friend
•$40 Guest – Child between 10 – 16 years old
•Guest – Child under 10 no cost

http://www.sepaonline.com/annualmeeting-info.htm%23registration
https://app.smarterselect.com/programs/41187-Psi-Chi--Regionals-


Checks will be accepted for registration up until January 31st, 2019. Checks received 
after that date will be returned. Furthermore, names and email addresses must 
accompany all checks or they will be mailed back to the sender. Payment may also be 
made via Visa, MasterCard, Discover and American Express by using our online 
payment system. Final deadline for payment is January 31st, 2019.
Advanced Registration Closed January 31st, 2019.

On-Site Registration:

•$120 SEPA Life Members and Professional Members whose dues are current
•$120 Advanced Graduate Student Members whose dues are current (two years or 
more years in their degree program)
•$120 Affiliate Members whose dues are current
•$100 Student Members whose dues are current
•$170 Professional Nonmembers, Affiliate Nonmembers and Graduate Student 
Nonmembers (two years or more in a program)
•$150 Student Nonmembers (undergraduates or graduate students with fewer than two 
years in their degree program)
•$75 Guest - Non-psychologist Spouse/Partner/Parent/Child/Friend
•$55 Guest – Child between 10 – 16 years old
•Guest – Child under 10 no cost 



Hotel Information 
Hyatt Regency Jacksonville Riverfront hotel makes your Northeast Florida experience 
complete. While staying at the hotel you can enjoy four miles of riverfront boardwalk 
access, walkable attractions, complimentary shuttles and an engaging look at local 
music, art, film, museums, concerts, sports, stage productions and more. For more 
information about Jacksonville during our SEPA meeting check the following link:
https://www.visitjacksonville.com/southeastern-psychological-association-2019/ 
  
All of Jacksonville’s best attractions are nearby!  Stop by TIAA Bank Field for football, 
The First Tee of Jacksonville for golf and the Zoo and Gardens for your kids. The hotel 
offers an innovative, eco-friendly bike service that reaches the Landing, Times-Union 
Center, Museum of Contemporary Art and Florida Theatre. But you may also choose to 
walk to these locations. You can even immerse yourself in seasonal local culture that 
includes jazz and orchestral performances, stage productions and One Spark 
innovators event. 

Hyatt Regency Jacksonville Riverfront
Group Rate Booking Website: https://book.passkey.com/go/SEPA2019
Address: 225 E Coastline Dr, Jacksonville, FL 32202
Phone: 1-800-233-1234, give the reservation agent the group code SEP1
Hotel Website: https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/florida/hyatt-regency-jacksonville-
riverfront/jaxrj?corp_id=G-SEP1
  
Group Room Rates: $195.00 - $245.00 
ADA accessible rooms are available.  Furthermore, the hotel warrants that it is and will 
be in compliance with all federal, state and local laws prohibiting discrimination against 
any legally protected individual or group on the basis of any legally protected 
characteristic such as race, sex, sexual orientation, age, religion, national origin or 
disability. 

For information about membership or next year’s meeting in Jacksonville, please 
contact the Charleston staff (Amy Limehouse-Eager), at 843.953.0772 or 
sepa@citadel.edu

Amy Limehouse-Eager, The Citadel  

https://www.visitjacksonville.com/southeastern-psychological-association-2019/
https://book.passkey.com/go/SEPA2019
https://www.google.com/search?sa=X&biw=1366&bih=662&q=hyatt+regency+jacksonville+riverfront+address&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LWT9c3LEkzK841MdWSzU620s_JT04syczPgzOsElNSilKLiwE2M__6LgAAAA&ved=0ahUKEwjn0bntyLfbAhWSJHwKHZfLBOsQ6BMI2wEwEQ
https://www.google.com/search?sa=X&biw=1366&bih=662&q=hyatt+regency+jacksonville+riverfront+phone&ved=0ahUKEwjn0bntyLfbAhWSJHwKHZfLBOsQ6BMI3gEwEg
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/florida/hyatt-regency-jacksonville-riverfront/jaxrj?corp_id=G-SEP1
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/florida/hyatt-regency-jacksonville-riverfront/jaxrj?corp_id=G-SEP1
https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/florida/hyatt-regency-jacksonville-riverfront/jaxrj?corp_id=G-SEP1
mailto:sepa@citadel.edu


SEPA Awards 2018 
Report on the 2018 Graduate Student Research Award 
The purpose of SEPA is to advance psychology as a science, profession, and as a 
means of promoting human welfare. Our mission is to stimulate the exchange of 
scientific and professional ideas across the diverse areas of psychological inquiry and 
application. The Graduate Student Research Awards Program of SEPA is designed to 
encourage and reward presentation of the highest quality research by our student 
members pursuing a graduate degree, in both popular and traditionally 
underrepresented fields of psychological inquiry. Based on abstract submissions, 
graduate students will be invited to present their research. Finalists will be identified and 
awards presented at the meeting. 

For the 2018 meeting the invited reviewers included:
Dr. Fran Conners, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa
Dr. Diane Plummer, Clark Atlanta University
Dr. Jimmy Davis, Clark Atlanta University

The judges were: 
Dr. Michelle Mitchell, Clark Atlanta University
Mr. Jason Shepard, Georgia State University

There were 151 self-nominations for the Graduate Student Award. There were 38 
abstracts with high ratings (4 out of 4). The invited reviewers identified 4 submissions 
out of the 38 for the competition.  The authors presented their papers in a session 
devoted specifically to this competition from 1:30 to 3:20 p.m. on Wednesday afternoon.
The session included the following presentations:

Optimism and Connectedness in Psychological Wellbeing of Cancer Survivors. 
Anandi Ehman, Kathryn Russell, Alann Long, & Sean Phipps, St. Jude Children's 
Research Hospital

Examining Reintegration Stressors in Female Veterans: A Replication Study. 
Caitlin Stone, Jamie Vaske, Western Carolina University, & Paul Arbisi, University of 
Minnesota

Parental Emotion Socialization, Racial Socialization, and Report of Children’s 
Emotion Regulation. Deon Brown*, Alexandra Merritt and Fantasy Lozada, Virginia 
Commonwealth University



Predictors of Bias: Roles of Attention and Estimation Frame Incongruence. Kylie 
Fernandez, Joseph Schmidt, University of Central Florida, Camelia Kuhnen, University 
of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, & Nichole Lighthall, University of Central Florida

The judges for the final presentation rated Predictors of Bias: Roles of Attention and 
Estimation Frame Incongruence presented by Kylie Fernandez as the winner (which 
included a cash prize).

*Note. There were two presenters who were also invited to present and compete for the 
CEPO paper awards. To prevent such overlaps, we have proposed a new process. That 
is, as the chair of the GSRA, I will identify the top rated graduate research papers on 
minority/ethnic topics and forward them for the CEPO review. 

Medha Talpade, Clark Atlanta University

Pictured L to R: Kylie Fernandez & Medha Talpade 



SEPA Graduate Student Research Award Guidelines  

*This award is NOT the same as the CEPO Student Research Award.

Cash Awards for Outstanding Research

SEPA is again pleased to offer recognition and cash awards to graduate students for 
outstanding research. The awards can be for research in any area of psychology.  The 
awards committee will nominate a selection of the submissions for presentation in a 
special paper/poster session at the SEPA Meeting. The selection of winner(s) will be 
made based on the presentations in that session.  First place winner receives a $200 
award.  Additional award(s) may be made at the judges’ discretion.   
 
ELIGIBILITY:  The sole or first author, as described in the APA Publication Manual, must 
be a graduate student in a regionally accredited psychology program. The submission 
must be sponsored by a current SEPA Member, unless the submitting graduate student 
is a post-masters student and SEPA Member.  The paper cannot be simultaneously 
submitted to other SEPA competitions or programs. However, legitimate submissions 
that are not nominated for consideration will automatically be reviewed for the SEPA 
program. Participants are limited to a maximum of TWO submissions as sole or first 
author.  The deadline for competition submission is October 9th, at 6:00 PM Eastern 
Time.   

HOW TO SUBMIT:  Persons who are presently Members or Student Affiliate Members 
of SEPA can submit through the Electronic Submission System (ESS) on the SEPA 
website at www.sepaonline.com – you must have a valid e-mail address on file with the 
SEPA office, and your dues must be current before you can use the ESS.  Prepare the 
submission as for any other paper submission.  As you begin the submission process, 
choose “SEPA Graduate Student Research Award” to indicate that your paper should be 
judged for the SEPA Graduate Student Research Award.  
Please do not submit research proposals; 
The study must have been completed. Do not submit manuscripts.
 
JUDGING and PRESENTATION:  Three to four judges will evaluate each abstract. 
Entries will first be reviewed for acceptability in the Meeting program. Acceptable papers 
will then be judged in the competition in terms of overall quality, potential importance, 
and innovation. Authors of all papers deemed to be of special merit will be invited to 
present their work in a special session. Awards will be announced and cash awards will 
be presented at the Meeting.  Submission implies agreement to present at the SEPA 
meeting (as is the case with any other accepted submission).  Authors of submissions 
that are not accepted for the special session but that are accepted for the program will 
be notified in the usual manner, and their names will be listed in the printed program.  All 
winners (and co-authors if they attend the Meeting) must register for the Meeting in the 
same manner as any other participant.  Authors who are selected to present their work 

http://www.sepaonline.com


in the Graduate Student Research Award paper session will be expected to be present 
for the awards ceremony.

For additional information contact Medha Talpade, Clark Atlanta University
DEADLINE: October 9th, 6 p.m. Eastern Time 
VIA SEPA Electronic Submission System

mailto:MTalpade@cau.edu?subject=SEPA:%20Grad%20Student%20Award%20Question


Report on the 2018 Outstanding Professional Paper 

Award 
The Outstanding Professional Paper Award (OPPA), which is supported by a grant from 
the American Psychological Association (APA) Science Directorate, seeks to encourage 
the oral presentation and eventual publication of high-quality scientific research by 
professional members at the annual meeting.  Papers submitted by professional 
members whose abstracts were judged by the Program Committee to be of particularly 
high quality were invited to submit their papers for the award competition.  Those who 
agreed to participate submitted an APA-style paper based on their work to the Chair of 
the OPPA committee, and then delivered a presentation of the paper during the 
Outstanding Professional Paper Award paper session at the annual meeting.  The 
OPPA committee rated both the paper and the oral presentation to determine the winner 
of the competition.

The 2018 OPPA committee was chaired by Dr. Laurie Couch (Morehead State 
University).  The other committee members were Dr. Celeste Gaia (Emory and Henry 
College), Dr. Dan Moore (Brevard College), and Dr. Tim Thornberry (Morehead State 
University).  

Eight abstracts were nominated by the Program Committee for consideration in the 
OPPA competition, and the authors of each agreed to present their papers at the 2018 
meeting.  The papers included:

Personality and Substance Use Correlates of E-Cigarette Use. James Hittner, Neha 
Penmetsa, Vincent Bianculli, & Rhonda Swickert, College of Charleston 

The Role of Sense of Humor in Relationship Quality. Deletha Hardin, The University 
of Tampa 

Extinction Delay and Reinstated Fear Generalization. Edward Callen, Sarah 
Przywara, & Collytte Cederstrom, University of South Carolina Aiken 

I Didn’t Need to See That: Sexual Harassment in the Cyber World. Charlie Law, 
Sarah Hilbert, & Jordan Howard, Florida Southern College 

Drive for Muscularity in College Men: Self-Objectification, Internalization, 
Multidimensional Perfectionism. Jamie Garvey & Christine Dacey, Xavier University 

The Self-Efficacy of African American Undergraduate STEM Students. Carmen 
Bucknor, Oakwood University, Catherine DeCanal, National Children's Advocacy 
Center, I'Janay Belle, Oakwood University, Ashley Dean, University of Florida, & 
Renissa Arnold, Oklahoma State University 



Psychological Adjustment among African-American Women: The Role of Sexual 
Victimization. Kia Asberg, Samantha Klaver, Hannah Hinkel, Ashley Hosey, Haley 
Hickey, Western Carolina University, & Kimberly Renk, University of Central Florida 

Suicidal Ideation in Middle School African American Girls. Dawn Witherspoon, 
University of North Florida

The competition resulted in a tie.  The co-winners of the 2018 Outstanding Professional 
Paper Award were Dr. Charlie Law of Florida Southern College, and Dr. Jamie Garvey 
of Xavier University.

Laurie Couch, Morehead State University

For more information or questions about this years award contact Andrew Kelly, Georgia 
Gwinnett, akelly2@ggc.edu.

Pictured: Dr. Charlie Law & Dr. Jamie Garvey.

"  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Outstanding Professional Paper Award Guidelines  

The SEPA Executive Committee, with funding under a grant from the American 
Psychological Association (APA) Science Directorate, seeks to encourage the oral 
presentation and eventual publication of high-quality scientific research by professional 
members at the annual meetings. Since 2000, the APA has provided funding for awards 
to be given for outstanding scientific papers presented at the annual SEPA meetings.  
The Outstanding Professional Paper Award (OPPA) comes with a prize of $500.00. 
Although a single award usually is made, the OPPA Committee has the option of 
naming co-winners or first-, second-, and third-place winners should the committee 
judge multiple papers meritorious.  (If more than one winner is selected, the $500.00 will 
be divided between or among them.)  

ELIGIBILITY
• The sole or first (senior) author, as described in the APA Publication Manual, needs to 

be a professional member of SEPA in good standing at the time of the meeting.
• The paper may report empirical research, or it may be theoretical so long as clear 

empirical foundations exist.
• The paper must be presented orally by the senior author.  
• Entry for the Outstanding Professional Paper Award is by nomination only.  Eligible 

authors whose abstracts are judged by the Program Committee to be of particularly 
high quality will be invited to submit their papers for the award.  Those authors who 
agree to and who do submit their papers one month prior to the meeting will be eligible 
to be considered for the award.

SUBMISSION and JUDGING
• Submit your abstract via the Electronic Submission System (ESS) by the submission 

deadline of October 9th, at 6:00 PM Eastern Time.  
• Submit only completed research (not in-progress or proposed research).  
• Your abstract will be reviewed in the usual manner by the Program Committee.
• Authors of abstracts that meet the eligibility requirements and receive the highest 

ratings (see above paragraph) will be asked whether they wish to have their papers 
considered for the Outstanding Professional Paper Award.

• Those authors who wish to have their submissions considered for the award must 
submit a complete copy of the paper, which will form the basis of their presentation to 
the chair of the OPPA committee, at least one month prior to the meeting.  The text of 
the paper should be no longer than 12 manuscript pages; additional pages may be 
used for references, tables, and figures.  The entire manuscript should conform to the 
rules of APA manuscript style.

• Members of the OPPA Committee will attend the author’s presentation, and the 
committee will consider the quality of both the previously submitted paper and the 
presentation equally in determining the winner(s).

For additional information contact:
Andrew Kelly, Georgia Gwinnett, akelly2@ggc.edu. 

mailto:akelly2@ggc.edu


Report on the 2018 Early Career Award 

The Early Career Award (ECRA) competition was held with over fourty-two (42) 
outstanding abstracts submitted. This is an increase of 11 from 2017. The ECRA 
Committee selected 6 finalists, who presented oral papers in a special session. Some of 
the papers represented collaborative work, but the eligible award winners were early 
career researchers who were the first authors on the submitted research.

The researcher Travis Smith withdrew from the competition. No paper was submitted.

The 2018 winner was Dr. Michael Eskanazi from Stetson University.

Pictured L to R: Michael Eskanazi & Jack Shelley-Tremblay  

Researcher Ins*tu*on

Jamie	Garvey Xavier	University

Carmen	Bucknor The	Oakwood	University

CJ	Fleming Elon	University

Travis	Smith Georgia	State	University

Michael	Eskenazi Stetson	University

Jessica	Busler Georgia	State	University



Early Career Award Guidelines 
The ECRA is available to professional members of SEPA who are within 7 years of 
receiving their doctoral degree.  To qualify for this award, the applicant must submit an 
empirical paper three weeks prior to the annual meeting.  He or she must be the first 
author and must be the presenter of this oral paper at the annual meeting.  
Qualified applicants should indicate on their abstract submission form their eligibility by 
checking the appropriate box.  All eligible applications are sent by the program 
committee to the Chair of the ECRA committee. 

Early Career is defined as having received doctoral degree no more than 7 years prior 
to the time of the annual meeting.
Empirical paper – Must be an empirical paper.
First author – To be considered for the award, you must be the first author.

Presentation – To be considered for the award, you must be the presenter.
Criteria for Manuscript to be submitted prior to the meeting – Maximum of 17 pages of 
text (not including - title page, abstract, references, tables, figures).  This paper is due 
by email submission to the award committee chair three weeks before the meeting.



Report on the 2018 Mentor Award 
The Mentor Award recipient for SEPA 2018 was determined by a committee chaired by 
Rosemary E. Phelps. The other committee members included Karen Brakke (Past-President), 
Michael Beran (President-Elect), James Pate (2017 Mentor Award Recipient), and Eckart 
Werther (SEPA Member). There were nine candidates who received nominations. The committee 
noted that several of the candidates were especially strong and engaged with SEPA and hoped 
that the nominators would submit applications in the future. The awardee, Dr. Al Finch (The 
Citadel; SEPA Administrative Officer), was presented the award at the reception honoring Past 
Presidents and Award Winners on March 8, 2018.

Pictured: Al Finch  



Mentor Award Guidelines 
Mentor: An experienced and trusted counselor

(Oxford English Dictionary)

Mentoring is a structured and trusting relationship that brings younger professionals or 
students into contact with experienced faculty members or other professional 
psychologists who offer guidance, support, and encouragement aimed at developing the 
knowledge, professional skills, competencies, and character of the younger person. 
SEPA recognizes the importance of mentoring relationships as vital to the development 
of psychology graduates and students at all levels. In 2004, SEPA established a Mentor 
Award with the support of the Education Directorate of the American Psychological 
Association (APA) and presented the cash award for the first time. The Mentor Award 
Committee is comprised of the President and President-Elect of the SEPA and the 
previous recipient. This award will be presented at the Award Reception during the 
Convention.

SEPA is seeking nominations for the 2019 Mentor Award. Please nominate a SEPA 
member who has demonstrated exceptional mentoring through some or all of the 
following activities:

a. Mentoring and teaching undergraduate and graduate students and early career 
faculty members and professional members
b. Involving students in the annual SEPA meeting
c. Shepherding the careers of students, and especially student members of the SEPA
d. Contributing to the professional development of other mentees

------------------------------------------------------------------------

To nominate a SEPA member for this award, write a nomination letter (typically, one to 
two pages in length, but that is at your discretion) summarizing the person’s mentoring 
activities by addressing any or all of the criteria above. Student, colleague, and self-
nominations are welcomed, as are multiple letters supporting a single nominee.

Please email your nomination letter to Dr. Michael Beran, Georgia State University
mberan1@gsu.edu.

mailto:mberan1@gsu.edu
mailto:mberan1@gsu.edu


Past Mentor Award Recipients 
2004 - Mike Rulon of  Covenant College, Lookout Mountain, Georgia 
2005 - Wallace Kennedy of  Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida  
2006 - Christopher Leone of  University of  North Florida, Jacksonville, Florida  
2007 - Stephen Nowicki of  Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia  
2008 - Charles Brewer of  Furman University, Greenville, South Carolina  
2009 - Sandra Willis of  Samford University, Birmingham, Alabama  
2010 - Susan Walch of  University of  West Florida, Pensacola, Florida  
2011 - Merry Sleigh - Ritzer of  Winthrop University, Rock Hill, South Carolina  
2012 - Tammy Lowery Zacchilli of  Saint Leo University, Saint Leo, Florida  
2013 - Christian End of  Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 	 	 	 	 	
2014 - Jennifer Hughes, Agnes Scott College, Atlanta, Georgia 
2015 - Larry Bates, University of  North Alabama, Florence, Alabama 
2016 - Mary Utley, Drury University, Springfield, Missouri 
2017 - James L. Pate, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia 
2018 - Al Finch, The Citadel, Charleston, South Carolina 

Pictured: SEPA attendees that considered Al Finch a mentor.  



SEPA History Project 2018 
The history sessions for the 2018 meeting of the Southeastern Psychological 
Association (SEPA) in Charleston, South Carolina were the usual ones with the addition 
of two brief presentations. The department history symposium included papers about 
four departments. A history of the Department of Counseling and Human Development 
at the University of Georgia, the SEPA president’s department, was presented by 
Rosemary E. Phelps. Harold L. (Lee) Gillis, Gregory J. Jarvie, and Diana L. Young 
presented a history of the Department of Psychological Science at Georgia College & 
State University.  Charles F. Kaiser and Lisa Ross presented a history of the 
Department of Psychology at the College of Charleston, a liberal arts college. Tifani 
Fletcher, Michael Marshall, Tammy McClain, Rebecca Meacham, and Jessica Ballard 
presented a history of the Department of Psychology at West Liberty College, a small 
college in West Virginia.

Debra Sue Pate organized the Eminent Southeastern Psychologists Symposium that 
included only two papers this year. W. Michael Nelson and Linus Bieliauskas presented 
a paper about Vytautas J. Bieliauskas, who was a charter member of the SEPA, and 
David A. Washburn presented a paper about Duane M. Rumbaugh.

James L. Pate presented brief introductions for two sessions. At the Psychology in the 
Southeast Symposium: A History of the Southeastern Teaching of Psychology 
Conference, he discussed information about the SEPA History Project and the annual 
Southeast Teaching of Psychology Conference. At the beginning of the SWIM session, 
he presented a brief memorial statement about Slater Newman, who was the founder of 
the Southeast Verbal Learners, which became the Southeastern Workers in Memory. 
Pate’s Historian's Address was entitled "SEPA’s Joint Meetings, Affiliated Groups, and 
Program Features." 

The plans for the SEPA History Project change as some tasks (e.g., digitizing programs) 
are completed and other tasks are added. We continue to collect and to organize 
historical information about the SEPA and about southeastern psychologists. We are 
creating an archives and history section for the SEPA’s web page that will include 
photographs, links to many types of information about the SEPA, and a variety of 
historical items, such as newspaper articles about SEPA meetings. 

We have created several databases that we update annually, and we are creating 
additional databases. For example, one database contains the names and affiliations of 
award winners along with titles if the award was for a paper presented at a SEPA 
meeting. A president database contains a large amount of biographical information 
about most of the past presidents of the SEPA. A committee database contains the 
names and affiliations of the chair of the committee, members of the committee, and 



other general information about the action of the committee. If you have questions about 
the SEPA’s history, we may have answers and will be glad to receive your inquiries.
If you have information that might be of historical interest, particularly about early 
activities and meetings, please contact one of us. We are particularly interested in 
photographs of SEPA meeting activities or participants and of SEPA members. If 
archival papers of a SEPA member are in your library, please give us that information. If 
you would like to participate in any of the SEPA History Project events, please contact 
either of us (jpate@gsu.edu or debra.pate@jsums.edu). You also may send suggestions 
for improving the SEPA History Project to either of us.

James L. Pate, Georgia State University
Debra Sue Pate, Jackson State University

Past Presidents at 2018 meeting awards ceremony:

mailto:jpate@gsu.edu
mailto:debra.pate@jsums.edu


The Raymond D. Fowler 

Continuing Education Program 
We instituted a new online system for completing CE evaluation forms. Rather than 
completing paper forms after each session, attendees now receive one email after the 
meeting with a link to a survey where they complete all evaluations at one time and can 
receive their CE certificate electronically. I am happy to report that the system seems to 
be working well, and we will continue to refine it over time.

Thank you to all the excellent presenters in Charleston for providing a fantastic selection 
of CE workshops. Please join us for some exciting continuing education programs in 
Jacksonville, FL in March 2019. We hope to be able to offer innovative options.

Do you have an idea for a continuing education workshop? Are you interested in sharing 
your expertise in a particular area of practice? We are currently looking for strong, 
innovative workshop presentations for the 2019 SEPA meeting in Jacksonville. Topics 
can include innovative, empirically supported interventions; best assessment practices; 
ethical issues; supervision; research or statistical methods; teaching; industrial-
organizational topics; and many more. Presenters are always welcome to submit, but 
we would like to encourage new presenters as well. 

If you have an idea for a CE workshop, but are unsure if you should submit, please feel 
free to contact me for more information. To submit an application, please obtain an 
application form from the SEPA website. **WORKSHOPS ARE NOT SUBMITTED 
THROUGH THE ESS LIKE OTHER SUBMISSIONS** If you have difficulty accessing 
the form, please contact me directly at the information provided on the SEPA website. 
Completed workshop applications should be emailed directly to the CE Director.

I am also excited to announce that workshop leaders will receive complementary 
registration to the SEPA meeting, in recognition of their contribution.

We hope to offer a wide variety of interesting and engaging continuing education 
workshops for the 65th meeting of the SEPA in Jacksonville. We look forward to seeing 
you there! 

Jared Keeley, Virginia Commonwealth University 

mailto:jwkeeley@vcu.edu


Report on CEPO  

What is CEPO? The Committee on Equality of Professional Opportunity is a champion 
for all psychologists including professionals, graduate students, and undergraduate 
students. We recognize the importance of diversity and sponsor programming on the 
topics relevant to those who are underrepresented on the basis of their gender, racial, 
ethnicity, age, sexual orientation or disability status.  

CEPO programming in Charleston included 13 sessions that provided a time for 
historical reflection and community responsiveness.  Dr. Brian McGregor from 
Morehouse School of Medicine was our SEPA/CEPO invited speaker for 2018. He 
presented his research entitled “Get It Together:  Improving Cultural Responsiveness in 
Integrated Care to Achieve Health Equity.” We sponsored an invited panel discussion 
entitled” Charleston’s Response to the Emmanuel AME Nine Shooting: A Concerted 
Effort to Improve Mental Health”. The panel led by mental health professionals 
( Deborah Blalock, LPCS, LPC – Executive Director, South Carolina Department of 
Mental Health; Alyssa A. Rheingold, Ph.D. – National Crime Victim’s Research Center, 
Medical University of South Carolina), members of law enforcement (Greg Mullen – 
Retired Chief of Police – Charleston Police Department), government (Joseph P. Riley – 
Former Mayor of Charleston (1975-2016), The Citadel), and clergy (Brenda Nelson, 
Ed.D. – Director, Mother Emanuel Empowerment Center) sparked dialogue of how to 
heal after a racially traumatic event. 
	



Our additional programming not only included timely dialogue but included other 
distinguished speakers as well.  Our Minority Issues Symposium- Diversifying the 
Pipeline included two parts.

Part 1: Doctoral to Professoriate Part 2: Pipeline into Doctoral Training for Men of Color 

Ansley A. Abraham, Ph.D. Eckart Werther, Ph.D., LCSW 
Director, SREB-State Doctoral Scholars Program Clayton State University

Our symposium related to gender and sexual orientation-LGBTQI+-identified Students’ 
Experiences with Violence on Campus: Translating Research into Practical 
Recommendations to Address Violence dispelled myths and provided education around 
the difference between identification as it relates to gender and sexual orientation as 
well as enlightened about the prevalence of victimization. 

Presenters:

Stacy Sechrist, Ph.D.
North Carolina Network for Safe Communities, Director, Program to End Gender-Based 
Violence, Center for Women's Health and Wellness

J.P. Przewoznik, MSW
Director of Prevention and Evaluation, North Carolina Coalition Against Sexual Assault

Page Hall Smith, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Women’s Health and Wellness, The University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro

The 2018 CEPO Minority Interest Group was facilitated by Dr. Jennifer Merrifield, 
University of Georgia. Her talk was entitled Building and Maintaining Allies which 
dovetailed nicely with our Conversation Hour for Young Professionals- Civil Discourse - 
Engaging in Uncomfortable Conversations in 2018 led by Dr. Linda Jones, Belmont 
University and Ecclesia Holmes, University of Georgia.  Both sessions sparked follow 
up included homework (Black lives matter meditation), and a request for a longer more 
interactive session to practice having difficult dialogues with members of the SEPA 
community. Additionally, our Leadership Institute led by Dr. Jennifer Friday, Georgia 
Gwinnett College and Dr. Rosemary Phelps, University of Georgia sparked 
conversations around preparing for administrative roles and how to maintain balance 
when pursuing leadership roles. Overall the themes that emerged from our 
programming are illustrated below:



 
We would like to welcome new CEPO members. Eckart Werther from Clayton State 
University is now our Minority Interest Group Chair. We wish our former Minority Interest 
Group Chair, Celeste Walley-Jean, much success as she begins her new position as 
Dean of Graduate Studies at Clayton State University. Carla Sutton Moore, City of 
Atlanta, is now helping with community engagement and other special interest 
programming. Jenny Mason, Cumberland University, is now our CEPO/Psi Chi 
Undergraduate Research Co-Chair.

In 2019 we are looking forward to sponsoring an invited talk by Dr. Nicole Patton Terry, 
PhD,( Professor, Florida State University, FCRR-Florida Center for Reading Research). 
The topic of her talk will focus on a discussion of 2D’s that are related to learning 
outcomes in children: Disability status and dialect variation. Additionally, we anticipate a 
lively minority symposium related to the use of contemporary art or hip-hop psychology 
in the prevention and  intervention. The speakers will be Lauren M. Roygardner, PhD, 
LMSW (Director of Evaluation and Business Intelligence, CASES- The Center for 
Alternative Sentencing and Employment Services, Adjunct Assistant Professor, The 
CUNY School of Professional Studies, Department of Psychology, Adjunct Instructor, 
Long Island University's Brooklyn Campus, Department of Counseling and School 
Psychology) and Debangshu Roygardner, Ph.D. (Assistant Director of Mental Health 
Services and Assistant Director of the Vincent J. Fontana Center for Child Protection at 
the New York Foundling, Adjunct Assistant Professor, The CUNY School of Professional 
Studies, Department of Psychology).  

We are in need of speakers who can share research related to work, life, balance 
and the #MeToo movement.



CEPO Graduate & Undergraduate Student Research Awards

 Pictured: A CEPO student poster presentation.

The CEPO student research awards are for graduate and undergraduate students 
submitting a full-length paper on either women or minorities.

We received 44 abstract submissions. There were 7 submissions that were scored in 
the top. Of the top scoring, 3 self-identified as wanting to submit a full length paper. The 
winners are listed below:

•First Place Women’s Issues- Examining Reintegration Stressors in Female Veterans: 
A Replication Study. Caitlin Stone, Jamie Vaske, Western Carolina University, & Paul 
Arbisi, University of Minnesota  
•First Place Minority Issues- Parental Emotion Socialization, Racial Socialization, and 
Report of Children’s Emotion Regulation. Deon Brown, Alexandra Merritt, & Fantasy 
Lozada, Virginia Commonwealth University  



•Second Place Overall-Growth Mindset: Does it Matter? Michelle Howard, Jacob 
Littlejohn, Tatiana Campbell, & Mollie Anderson, University of Memphis  

CEPO/Psi Chi Undergraduate Program
The Undergraduate program was so successful in 2018 that a 3rd poster session was 
added to the program.  The program remained competitive, with 303 abstracts 
submitted and only 275 accepted (10% Rejection Rate). Eighty-five institutions 
submitted abstracts (an increase from 65 schools in 2017) and 142 presenters were Psi 
Chi authors (60%). We would like to thank our 48 reviewers for assisting with the review 
process. We say farewell to our Southeast Regional VP for Psi Chi, Dr. Christina Sinisi 
and look forward to working with the incoming VP, Dr. Darren Bernal.
 

An oral presentation session was held for the top scoring abstracts. The session was 
well-attended. Winners are listed and pictured below:

•Name-letter Matching to Personal Preferences in Two Cultures. Guðný Lena 
Jónsdóttir & Sheila Brownlow (Faculty Sponsor), Catawba College 
•Emerging Adults’ Time Perspective Profiles: Associations with Family 
Processes. Candace Van Wade, Amy Kolak (Faculty Sponsor), & Lisa Thomson Ross, 
College of Charleston 
•Does Priming Athleticism Decrease Performance on Cognitive Tasks? Breki 
Bjarnason, Guðný Lena Jónsdóttir, & Sheila Brownlow (Faculty Sponsor), Catawba 
College ( also Received Psi Chi Award)
•Ethanol Consumption in Rats Produced by Negative Incentive Shifts in Food 
Reward. Kayce Hopper, Leslie Sawyer, Ellie Cutright, & Chad Galuska (Faculty 
Sponsor), College of Charleston 
•How Positive Psychology Attributes Influence Organizational Citizenship 
Behavior. Anna Tan & Jennifer Hughes (Faculty Sponsor), Agnes Scott College 

Chair, Linda Jones, and Co-Chair Jenny Mason added a pre and post meeting survey 
for undergraduate students.  Two hundred and twenty-two undergraduate students 
completed the pre-meeting survey and 53 undergraduate students completed the post-
meeting survey. A large majority (185) reported that they had not previously attended 
and that they received financial assistance to attend  (179). Students’ top reasons for 
attending SEPA were to :

§  Share research
§  Obtain Feedback on research
§  Career Opportunities
§  Network with Faculty
§  Practice Professional Conversation Skills and Presentation Skills
§  Enhance CV/Resume



Students gained verbal communication, presentation skills, and new research ideas to 
carry into graduate school. 

Pictured: CEPO Attendees



CEPO Invited Speaker Dr. Nicole Patton-Terry 
Dr. Nicole Patton-Terry is the Olive & Manuel Bordas Professor of Education in the 
School of Teacher Education and Associate Director of the Florida Center for Reading 
Research at the Florida State University.  Her ongoing research concerns young 
children with and without disabilities who struggle to acquire language and literacy skills, 
in particular children from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds and children 
living in poverty. Focused on African American children pre-K- 3rd grade speaking non-
mainstream American English dialects, that work includes experimental, intervention, 
and evaluation studies of reading, writing and oral language skills, instruction, and 
professional development.  As an associate director in the Florida Center for Reading 
Research, Dr. Terry directs The Village—a center responsible for creating and 
maintaining research-practice partnerships with diverse community stakeholders, 
including early childhood education centers, schools and school districts, state 
departments, philanthropic and nonprofit groups, and civic and business leaders.  
Taking a collective impact approach, The Village strives to promote reading 
achievement and school success among vulnerable children and youth. 
 



SEPA Invited Speakers  
SEPA is pleased to announce its invited speakers for the 2019 Annual Meeting in 
Jacksonville.   We are excited to have these eminent professionals share their research 
and insights with us and expect that their talks will appeal to a broad range of SEPA 
attendees. We hope you will join us to hear these and other outstanding speakers in 
Jacksonville!

Dr. Susan Limber is the Dan Olweus Professor and Vice Chair of the Department of 
Youth, Family & Community Studies at Clemson University, where she also serves as 
Graduate Program Director. She is a developmental psychologist who also holds a 
Masters of Legal Studies. Prior to coming to Clemson, she was the Associate Director in 
the Institute for Families in Society at the University of South Carolina. After receiving 
her PhD, she served two years as the James Marshal Public Policy Fellow for the 
Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues (SPSSI), where she worked in the 
Public Policy Office at the American Psychological Association (APA). 

Dr. Limber’s research and writing have focused on psychological and legal issues 
related to bullying among children, as well as youth civic engagement, and children’s 
rights. From 2001-2016, she provided consultation to bullying prevention efforts 
supported Health Resources and Services Administration (U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services). Dr. Limber has published numerous articles and chapters on the 
topic of bullying. She has co-authored key resource materials for the Olweus Bullying 
Prevention Program and co-authored the book, Cyberbullying: Bullying in the Digital 
Age.

Dr. Jim McNulty, Professor of Psychology at Florida State University, is a Fellow with 
the American Psychological Association, Association for Psychological Science, and 
Society for Personality and Social Psychology.  He also is the recipient of the Caryl 
Rusbult Award for contributions to the study of interpersonal relationships, and he was 
named an Esteemed Senior Scholar by the International Association for Relationships 
Research.  He has received numerous grants from the National Science Foundation, 
the Department of Defense, the National Institute of Child Health and 
Development, and the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, to study 
processes involved in marriage. 

Dr. McNulty’s program of research focuses on how strong marital beliefs may change or 
remain stable over time.  His current research seeks to understand directions for 
promoting the resilience of initially satisfying beliefs about close relationships, mainly 
through longitudinal studies of newlywed couples which focus on how various cognitive, 
behavioral, and personality variables on changes in marital satisfaction over time. 



Dr. Bryant Marks is the founding director and principal trainer at the National Training 
Institute on Race and Equity.  He also is Associate Professor of Psychology at 
Morehouse College, where he serves as Director of the Program for Research on Black 
Male Achievement.  

Since completing his Ph.D in social psychology at the University of Michigan, the 
research of Dr. Marks has centered on investigations of stereotyping, stereotype threat, 
implicit/explicit bias, and innovations in STEM education.  His studies have garnered 
support from several prestigious funding sources, including the National Science 
Foundation, the Ann E. Casey Foundation, the Walton Family Foundation, and the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services.  In addition, Dr. Marks has served as a 
Presidential Advisor to Barack Obama for the Initiative on Educational Excellence for 
African Americans, and as a Senior Advisor to The White House for the Initiative on 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities.  Through his training institute, he has 
provided implicit bias training in several settings, including training over 2,000 Police 
Chiefs and several thousand patrol officers in local police departments around the 
country as part of the nationwide 21st Century Policing program.

 



Call for Nominations 
Our annual SEPA meetings are a great time to network, learn new information,
present work we are doing in our chosen areas of psychology, and introduce our 
students to professional psychology meetings. The organization, however, does not run 
itself. It needs dedicated individuals who are interested in helping SEPA stay current 
and continue in its mission to disseminate information about psychological science.
With that in mind, please consider nominating yourself or a colleague for one of the
positions on the executive committee that will be coming available in 2019:

• President-Elect 
• Member-at-Large
• Secretary-Treasurer

Please note that you are free to nominate up to 3 people for each position. The 
individuals with the most nominations are the ones placed on the ballot, so it is good to 
be nominated several times.

A list of current executive committee members and past presidents since 2002 is 
provided below. Although past presidents are not allowed to hold that office a second 
time, they are allowed to serve on the committee in other roles.

A call for nominations will be sent to SEPA members in September via e-mail and
members will use an online link for nominations.

If you have questions please contact Dr. Rosemary Phelps, Election Chair. She may be 
reached by email at: rephelps@uga.edu.

Rosemary Phelps, University of Georgia 

mailto:rephelps@uga.edu


Current Executive Committee
Michael Beran, President 
Laurie Couch, President-Elect
Rosemary Phelps, Past President
Sharon Pearcey, Secretary-Treasurer
James L. Pate, Historian
Debra Sue Pate, Associate Historian
Timothy Hanchon., Administrative Officer
Rihana Mason, CEPO Chair
Jack Shelley-Tremblay, Member-at-Large
Andrew Kelly, Member-at-Large
Medha Talpade, Member-at-Large
Jared Keeley, Director of Continuing Education
Chuck Robertson, Newsletter Editor

Past Presidents Since 2002
2002-2003, Richard D. Tucker
2003-2004, Stephen H. Hobbs
2004-2005, A. J. Finch, Jr.
2005-2006, Jean Spruill
2006-2007, Lillian M. Range
2007-2008, Deborah South Richardson
2008-2009, James L. Pate
2009-2010, David Washburn
2010-2011, Patricia Donat
2011-2012, Debra Sue Pate
2012-2011, Steve A. Nida
2011-2014, Georgina S. Hammock
2014-2015, Elise Labbé
2015-2016, Jennifer Hughes
2016-2017, Karen Brakke
2017-2018, Rosemary Phelps
2018-2019, Michael Beran 



Updates about SEPA  
Networking meetings for Professional Development 

For our 2019 meeting in Jacksonville we have leaders organizing dinners and happy 
hours for our members to get together and to discuss current issues and possibly begin 
collaborations. We will have sign-up sheets on the message board by the poster hall. 

Twitter 
We finally have a twitter account. Please follow @the_SEPA.

https://twitter.com/the_SEPA

#Hashtags are welcome and encouraged. We suggest #SEPA19 for the 2019 meeting 
in Jacksonville.

Facebook 
Like and Follow SEPA on Facebook for updates and reminders.

https://www.facebook.com/Southeastern-Psychological-Association-112672365447717/

Make your plans for Future SEPA meetings
 
SEPA 66th Annual Meeting 
New Orleans, Louisiana
The Sheraton New Orleans 
April 1st  – April 4th, 2020

SEPA 67th Annual Meeting
Orlando, Florida
Doubletree by Hilton at the entrance to Universal Orlando
March 17th-20th, 2021

https://twitter.com/the_SEPA
https://www.facebook.com/Southeastern-Psychological-Association-112672365447717/
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